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News Release 

Acuity Brands Introduces the WINLINE 500 Series from Winona®, a Family of                                            

Linear Accent Luminaires Offering Superior Optical Performance                                  

ATLANTA – May 8, 2019 -- Acuity Brands, Inc. (NYSE: AYI) introduced today the WINLINE 500 

Series of linear accent luminaires from Winona®, which offer superior optical performance and 

efficacy along with design flexibility for indoor spaces and outdoor applications requiring IP66-

rated enclosures. Whether used for flood lighting, grazing or wall washing, the WINLINE 500 

Series provides exceptional beam control, placing illumination precisely where it is intended.  

Within a single platform, the WINLINE 500 Series offers multiple color temperature choices 

including static white and static color, dynamic color, tunable white or warm dimming capabilities. 

The Series uses an eldoLED® driver that delivers smooth and flicker-free deep dimming to <1% 

and dim-to-dark performance. Also, the Series offers luminaires with lumen outputs from 300 up 

to 1000 lumens per linear foot, allowing the matching of the right amount of light to an application.    

“We developed the WINLINE 500 Series as a complete linear solution to help specifiers address 

multiple accent lighting applications,” said Cleveland Blankenship, Business Unit Leader, Acuity 

Brands Lighting. “The Series’ superior optical performance provides precise lighting across 

multiple distribution options, including narrow and wide spot, narrow and wide flood, cove and 

asymmetric beam configurations.”   

For more information, the WINLINE 500 Series will be on display at the Acuity Brands booth 

#1201 during LIGHTFAIR® International 2019, May 21-23, at the Pennsylvania Convention 

Center in Philadelphia, or visit WINLINE 500 Series.  

About Acuity Brands    

Acuity Brands, Inc. (NYSE: AYI) is the North American market leader and one of the world’s 

leading providers of lighting and building management solutions. With fiscal year 2018 net sales 

of $3.7 billion, Acuity Brands currently employs approximately 12,000 associates and is 

http://www.acuitybrands.com/
http://www.acuitybrands.com/
https://winonalighting.acuitybrands.com/winline


    

headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia with operations throughout North America, and in Europe and 

Asia. The Company’s products and solutions are sold under various brands, including Lithonia 

Lighting®, Holophane®, Aculux®, American Electric Lighting®, Antique Street Lamps™, Atrius™, 

DGLogik™, Distech Controls®, DTL®, eldoLED®, Gotham®, Healthcare Lighting®, Hydrel®, 

Indy™, IOTA®, Juno®, Lucid®, Mark Architectural Lighting™, nLight®, Peerless®, RELOC® 

Wiring, ROAM®, Sensor Switch®, Sunoptics® and Winona® Lighting.  Visit us at 

www.acuitybrands.com 
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